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‘Everyone knows that Jews control the Media and Banks and Stuff. But did you know that when
you go to the Carnival and you have to be a certain height to go on a ride, Jews control that
height? It has nothing to do with Safety. It is just us flexing our Semitic Muscle.’ – Eugen Mirman

The purpose of this study is to draw attention to the ‘Dots’ that if connected, paint a
nefarious undertaking of a Plan and Agenda that has been rolled-out via the COVID-19
plandemic. The point will be that for this worldwide synchronized COVID ‘Web’ to have
succeeded, with Propaganda of the Media controlled outlets, Social Media platforms,
Big Pharma, Big Tech, the CDC, the FDA, the WHO, all had to have had critical Key
People in Positions. All these happen to be Jewish, for the most part. Coincidence? Or
Conspiracy? Or the ‘Synagogue of Satan’? And that having such Key People in COVID19 Key Positions, there has only been 1 ‘Official Scientific Narrative’ allowed or
tolerated. Any dissention coming from any other source, no matter how credible or
reputable, even among their own Nobel Prize Winners, will not be tolerated.
Those that do speak-up face threats, loss of jobs, loss of licenses, practices, research,
are marginalized, de-platformed from Social Media. Such are censored out of relevance
to the discussion of the ‘Safety and Efficacy’ of a Medical Device, mRNA that has never
been testing on humans before. Yet as of this writing, the CDC’s VAERS reporting
website, there have been now over 15,000 Deaths attributed to the COVID-19 Injections
in a period of 6 months. And there is over a 1 million reported Adverse Effects. It has
been reported that in the 1st 3 months alone, more People died of the COVID-19 Shots
than in the past 10 years of Experimental Vaccines Death combined. Consider the
following parallel. If there was a Toy for Children made by a major Toy Manufacturer
and it killed over 10,000 Children in 6 months, would the Parents and Representative in
Congress object to this?
One would dare say yes as many Toys have been recalled with just 1 or 2 Children
dying. Yet for this untested and not proven ‘Safe and Effective’ COVID Injection, that is
ok? Where is the Science behind this rationale and to be given to Pregnant Women and
Children who are now suffering heart failure, damage and/or Death? And there has
been a 366% increase in the miscarriages of those Pregnant Women having taken this
Experimental Shot. And the Universities are mandating now the COVID-19 Shot before
such can return to in-person interaction? And this when the Injections are still in
Experimental Emergency Authorization Use? It is madness, not Science.
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The New Conspiracy
Any dissension about COVID and the questioning of the shots is now called
‘Misinformation’. It is now the ‘New Conspiracy’ if one goes against the ‘Official
Narrative’. Is it not Science to ask questions about ‘vaccines’? No, not according to the
COVID ‘Web’ of Authorities and Particular People in Key Positions of Power to have
deemed that, and who happen to all be Jewish. Why not? It is because these mRNA
Injections are not ‘Vaccines’. It is a Medical Devise that in their own Fact Sheets state
that the Injection ‘May not stop the spread of the Disease in one’s body. That it may not
stop the Transmission to other People. And that there may not be a degree of effective
Immunity procured. Yet the White House Spokeswoman and others in such Key
Positions parrot the statement that the COVID-19 Injections are ‘Safe and Effective’.
And that now the Government will be ‘spying’ on those that dare state the contrary as
‘Misinformation’ to then be censored. This was stated in a July 23, 2021 White House
Press Briefing. And when a Reporter asked of her to provide the Stats and Data, she
replied, ‘Why do you have to have that information?’ It has been through Fear, that the
Mass Media outlets that have broadcast to the entire Nation and the World expect total
compliance and the silencing of the People that do not consent. Incentives? In the USA,
the People have then been ‘bribed’ with $1200 USD Checks in the mail. And who
controls the White House, for example? Jews. See list below. There had to have been
Key People in Key Positions to have executed the COVID ‘Façade’ through False
Positive test results, elevated Death Rates cited as COVID-19 and inflated Death Rates,
etc. Is it a coincidence that this ‘COVID ‘Web’ has been comprised of nearly all Jews?
What is this Plan and Agenda? It is total control of Humanity in every facet, right down
the very DNA of the body, just like Chattel as many Jews do see the ‘Goyim’ as being. It
is about the Human Race now become a ‘Hunted Species’. The Human Race is up
against the intentional release of COVID-19 Wall and is in mortal danger. Humanity is
now being forcibly stabbed with the COVID-19 Injections. The Endgame is ushering-in a
Totalitarian 1984-style Brave New World. The Injections are to get the Graphene and
Nano Tech into every human body to essentially magnetize it with frequencies once the
5G connects everyone with the Internet to have People, ‘come online’. And as the
Graphene and Nano Particles are now fused into every cell of one’s body, it will be
impossible to illuminate such particles from the body.
The question is, why is it that at from every Node of the COVID ‘Web’, where the
Medical Martial Laws that include Social Distancing, Mask Mandates, COVID
Passports, COVID Strike Forces knocking on one’s door and now Forced Injections that
are still in the Experimental Stages, is where it happens to be a Jew is at that post? The
ultimate move will be to forcibly remove all the Unvaccinated into COVID Camps. As
with Nazi Germany, the incremental steps to the Death Camps started with the
manufactured Fear of a ‘Virus’. In that case, the Jews, ironically became synonymous
with the Virus. Then they had their Businesses closed. Their bodies were then identified
with a Yellow Star and later on a Tattooed Number in the Right Hand. They then had to
be ‘Quarantined’ into Ghettos and finally forcibly removed to Death Camps. It was there
that like a ‘Virus’, they had to be exterminated.
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World Wide Web
This is what will be occurring next for the Unvaccinated. Why? It is because it is coming
from the same People, Spirit and Play Book that did it to the Jews. The rhetoric is now
being pushed, even by the U.S. President that stated, ‘It is the Unvaccinated that are
killing People’. The COVID Web is successful this time. And only 1 Agency will be
dominate and in power to control every human in their coming COVID World Order. Of
course, many would argue that such assertions are ‘Conspiracy’ in themselves and
Anti-Semitic. If this is the counter argument, then this study has proven its point. The
evidence presented will be of what those seeking total control have said and are saying
to this effect and goal. To support the COVID ‘Web’, a level of the Bureaucratic
Technocracy has had to aid the Synagogue of Satan in implementing their Plans and
Agenda. As well, the Police Forces also as they are essentially ‘Brotherhoods’ and are
subject to such Societies as they enforce the will of the ‘Web’ against its own Citizens.
Thus, this study will propose that those Key Persons in Key Positions to have pulled-off
this COVID-19 Heist have been Jews that make-up the Synagogue of Satan ‘Web’. It is
not that being Jew, as a happenstance is the issue. It is because the overwhelming
evidence is compelling that they appear to have been and are coordinating the COVID19 Narrative, Fearmongering, Public Health Policy, Lockdowns, Mask Mandates, Social
Distancing, and Censorship from their Key Position within the COVID ‘Web’. And to be
fair and clear, not all Jews listed and identified in this study may be involved to such a
conspiratorial degree. At no other time in human history has the technology existed to
Contact Trace, satellite pinpoint and locate People or spy on one’s person.
The plan is to have this technology actually by part of the Human Body now, fused by
Nano Bots. The COVID ‘Fear’ and ‘Web’ has been the ‘cover’ but is now in place as the
Surveillance of the entire World is now possible. And the point is that at every ‘Node’
within the COVID ‘Web’ to have made it be possible, one finds a Jew running that facet
of the thread. Conspiracy? Yes. Anti-Semitic? No. The word Conspiracy was first
introduced by the CIA in obfuscating the blame of who actually assassinated President
Kennedy. It happened to be 7 days before Kennedy exposed the Luciferian Secret
Societies that rule the World. They are made up of the Masons, Luciferians, and the
Synagogue of Satan that Jesus warned about and are in power, for the moment. If
Jesus were alive today, He would be labeled an ‘Anti-Semite’. Anti-Semite, by the way
is in reference to ‘Shem’. It would include the Arabs and any Asiatic race as well.
Jesus exposed the Sanhedrin for what they were/are, ‘Serpents’ and whose Father
was/is Lucifer and King was/is Caesar. It has not changed and these People are still in
charge and hold and wield Power over the Goyim that seek now to tag, inject and ‘thin
the herd’. Remember, ‘Vaccine’ comes from Latin word for Cow ‘Vacca’, Vaca in
Spanish. The Synagogue of Satan is alive and well. It is the ‘White Elephant’ in the
Evangelical Church or the ‘Jewish Elephant’ that at times goes uncritiqued. But is it no
‘Sacred Cow’. But consider the Connecting Dots of this COVID ‘Web’ with the Injections
and the Agenda and steps to have gotten the entire World to this point in time, it is
disconcerting. All the key Positions of Power needed and required in this COVID
Machinery to have pulled this off have been orchestrated by the Synagogue of Satan.
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Conspirators
The coordination and synchronization of this COVID ‘Web’ has had to have been helped
by powers that are beyond human for such a coordination to have successful. One
postulates that it is no coincidence that the People in these COVID ‘Web’ Key Positions,
for the most part, happen to be Jewish. Or are close to those that have made the
decisions to impose this current Medical Martial Law upon Humanity. Why? It is in
preparation for their New World Order, which will be essentially the ‘Jew World Order’.
This is what the books of Daniel and Revelation state, written by Jews. The coming
false Messiah AntiChrist World Leader will be Jewish. He will be their Lead Man or
Messiah. To this end, consider the following coincidences of how the ‘pandemic’ has
been coordinated and sustained. Indeed, when connecting the COVID Plandemic Dots
of the Medical Martial Law Tyranny, it will be shown that it has been by way of the
Synagogue of Satan COVID ‘Web’ of Networks and Spheres of Influence and Power.
As to Jews having all these COVID Key Positions? As a minuscule part of the
Population of the USA, they have a statistical disproportionate amount of People of their
race in Key Positions of Power and Influence concerning the ‘Official Scientific
Narrative’ for the COIVID-19 plandemic. In the USA, the Jewish Population currently
stands at about 1.8% of the total U.S. Adult Population, or 4.2 million People.
Based on the COVID outbreak, it is one’s assessment that the Key Persons that happen
to be in Key Positions, controlling the Health Policy, Social Media, News Outlets, who
are the Vaccine Developers and Manufacturers are aggressively censoring any
opposing critique and questioning of the COVID-19 Protocols that supposedly are
based on Science to mandate Social Distancing, Masks, and now Forced Injections.
These Key People in Power and Positions all happen to coincidently be Jews for the
most part, above 98%. Coincidence or Conspiracy? Evidence? Consider that such parts
in the COVID ‘Web’ are involved or being used in their capacity and/or position of
Authority to promote the interest and push the particular perspective of the COVID-19
Narrative, mainly the Injections. This is not to implicate all Jews as being nefarious or
that are all are complicit and/or are willfully involved.
Such may or may not be knowingly doing so but they are clearly opposing Data,
Statistics or refuting Research that is clearly going contrary to the ‘official’ COVID-19
findings and Narrative. Facebook is eliminating Posts, Google is eliminating Searches,
Twitter is eliminating Tweets, YouTube is eliminated Videos, and Bill Gates wants to
eliminate ‘You’. The Vaccine Developers and Manufacturers have colluded with the
World Heath Organizations and have bought-out the World Governments.
The original 14-day Lockdown to ‘Flatten the Curve’ has now descended into a
Dystopian perpetual Orwellian Lockdown and Masked Society. This has been the plan
and they have pulled it off. All the major News Outlets do not truly cover the Adverse
Side Effects of the COVID-19 Injections. It has been the WHO, CDC and the FDA along
with the European CDC that have been making the decisions, ‘calling the Shots’.
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The 5th Column
The problem? Such World Health Agencies have affected billions on the planet and they
are not elected. Any dissention is being censored as ‘Misinformation’. Thus, such
Persons in the COVID ‘Web’ are being utilized for their resources to support their
Narrative. It is all collectively to favor the perspective and interests of the Luciferian
Globalists that are Eugenicists and seek to Cull, Contaminate and Control all of
Humanity. And at each of the COVID ‘Web’ Node is a Jew. Why the Jews? YHVH
Chose the Descendants of Abraham through Isaac and Jacob to have an Earthly
Peculiar People. They were to be YHVH’s Merciful, Just and Humble Ambassadors of
who and what YHVH is. Of showing Mercy, doing what is Just and walking Humbly
before the Creator and fellow Mankind. Israel failed.
The history of the Jews is one of constant Rebellion. They were and are ‘Stiff-Necked’
according to the words of YHVH Himself. YHVH has had to judge Israel because of it
and still will. YHVH reduced Israel to just 1 Tribe, that of Judah and thus, the ‘Jews’. It
was the way for YHVH to maintain the promise of the coming Messiah. Jesus came
from this last Tribe but was rejected by this Synagogue of Satan that took over Israel.
They preferred the Plan and Agenda of the other Anointed Christ, Lucifer instead.
Consider that the present Rabbinical version of Judaism is not Biblical but is Anti-Christ.
It has been a War of the Jews as the Rabbis insist the Oral Torah trumps the Written
Torah. The Rabbis insist that Moses taught them the Secret Oracles but are really
nothing but Luciferian Kabbalism that was learned since their Babylonian Captivity.
Since the very beginning, Israel and in its last rendition, that of the ‘Jews’ from the last
Tribe, have not lived-up to their Divine Calling of being A ‘City on a Hill’, the ‘Light and
Salt of the Earth’, etc. The Bible is an indictment of such a failure as this Race who even
sold their Brother Joseph into Slavery did the same by way of Judas with Jesus for
Money. Jesus exposed this Synagogue of Satan that usurped the Seat of Moses. This
is why such Elders loath and hate Jesus and all those that believe and follow Jesus as
the true Messiah of Israel and Savior of the World. They realize that presently, they
have no Power or Authority in the Earth over the Church Body of Jesus. They do
however of everything else. It is because Jesus gave that Power or Authority to the
Church until the Rapture event occurs that closes-out the Church Age of the Goyim.
If only the Church would realize what they truly have, then this false COVID ‘Web’ would
have not succeeded as before. In the book of Revelation, the risen LORD Jesus states
that there is indeed a Synagogue of Satan. One day, Jesus will force them to bow the
knee to all those they persecuted, swindled and murdered in attempting to usurp and
implement their Plans and Agendas through Lucifer. There will be a New World Order,
in fact it will be a ‘Jew World Order’ but it will be headed by the Rightful King, Jesus. He
is a true Jew. He is due to return shortly and establish His promised Kingdom. And it will
also not occur until the Elders of Zion say, ‘Blessed is He who comes in the Name of
YHVH.’ This will happen but at a great cost and sacrifice of the last Tribe. But currently
the COVID Narrative is being unleashed as a Bioweapon against Humanity to usher in
their New World Order, on their terms, 1 injected person at a time. But it will only last 7
years. The following is the suggested COVID ‘Web’, not all inclusive.
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LUCIFER
AntiChrist - JEW 666
Council of 9
13 Royal Bloodlines-Rothschilds/Rockefellers
Committee of 300
Freemasons-Skull and Bones
Kabbalists-Sanhedrin
Big Healths
These Un-Elected Health Agencies and Officials derive the ’Official Scientific Narrative’ of the COVIDplandemic and censor any opposing view. They determine the lives of billions. Most all World
Governments are abiding by the ‘Health Guidelines’ of the WHO and the U.S. CDC equivalents as they
dictate Health Policy and any Educational Institution, Hospital, Private Business, Airlines, of the like that
does not comply with such ‘Guidelines’ is now subject to termination and loss of employment.
JEW
JEW
JEW
JESUIT
MARXIST
Eugenicist

- Rochelle Walensky
- Arnold Monto
- Andrea Ammon
- Antony Fauci
- Tedros Ghebreyesus
- Bill Gates

- CDC
- FDA
- ECDC
- NIH
- WHO
- Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

BIG PHARMAS
These are the Developers and Manufacturers of mRNA Injections for the largest untested Medical
Experiment in human history, causing the death and damage of millions.
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
Sputnik V
Novavax

- Stéphane Bancel
- Albert Bourla
- Alex Gorsky
- Pascal Soriot

- Moderna
- Pfizer
- Johnson & Johnson
- AstraZenica

MASS MEDIAS
These News Outlets have perpetuated the ’Official Scientific Narrative’ of the COVID-plandemic and
censor any opposing view.
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW

- Bob Iger
- Summer Rothstien
- Brian Roberts
- David Levy
- Richard Sharp
- Jim Bankoff
- Jonah Peretti

- ABC
- CBS
- NBC
- CNN
- BBC
- VOX
- BuzzFeed

JEW OWNED NEWSPAPERS

Associated Press
Bloomberg
Boston Globe
Economist
Guardian
HuffPost
New York Times

Wall Street Journal
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SOCIAL MEDIAS
These Platforms eliminate any Video, Post, Tweet, Picture that refutes, questions or exposes the COVID19 Official Narrative.
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW

- Sergey Brin
- Susan Wojcicki
- Mark Zuckerberg
- Jan Koum
- Mike Krieger
- Noah Glass
- Evan Spiegel
- Ben Silbermann
- Steve Huffman
- David Karp

- Google
- YouTube
- Facebook
- WhatsApp
- Instagram
- Twitter
- Snapchat
- Pinterest
- Reddit
- Tumblr

FINANCIALS
These various Corporations affect the daily lives of billions on the planet. Such own one’s House
Mortgages, Vehicles and Student Loans. They set the Interest Rate on Loans the Bible prohibits in doing.
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW

- Janet Yellen
- Jeffrey Sprecher
- James Gorman
- Carrie Schwab-P.
- Peter Oppenheimer
- Christine Lagarde
- David Malpass
- António Guterres
- George Soros

- Federal Reserve
- NYSE
- Morgan Stanley
- Charles Swab
- Goldman Sachs
- IMF
- World Bank
- UN
- 100+ Companies

OTHER POWERS OF THE ‘WEB’
These various Corporations affect the daily lives of billions on the planet. Some have a hand in censoring
any information deemed ‘Misinformation’ for COVID.
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW

- Andy Jassy
- Jimmy Wales
- Reid Hoffman
- Dan Schulman
- Anne Wojcicki
- Travis Kalanick
- Elon Musk
- Zev Siegl
- Larry Ellison
- Michael Dell

- Amazon CEO
- Wikipedia
- LinkedIn
- PayPal
- 23 and Me
- Uber
- Tesla/Space X
- Starbucks
- Oracle
- Dell Computers

BIDEN GOVERNMENT
These 10 prominent Jews in Key Positions essentially run the USA. No offence but Biden can barely
finish a word or sentence. He is given a Script, who to appoint and what to do. He is not calling the ’Shots’
in the USA. Guess who are making the Public Policy decisions? (Lockdowns, Masks, Distancing, Contact
Tracing, Strike Force, Forced Injections.)
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW

- Ronald Klain
- Anthony Blinken
- Janet Yellen
- Merrick Garland
- Alejandro Mayorkas
- Avril Haines

- Chief of Staff
- Secretary of State
- Treasury
- Attorney General
- Homeland Security
- Director of National Intelligence
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JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW

- Wendy Sherman
- Eric Lander
- Ann Neuberger
- David Cohen
- Doug Emhoff

- Deputy Secretary of State
- Science and Technology Adviser
- Deputy National Security Adviser
- Deputy CIA director
- Husband of Vice President

HOLLYWOOD
These Movie Studios have Predicted Programed their Movies and Sitcoms to condition the USA and the
World for their COVID-19 Official Narrative broadcast through Movies and Television.
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW
JEW

- Harry Cohn
- William Fox
- Carl Laemmle
- Sam Warner
- Lew Wasserman
- Harvey Weinstein
- Adolph Zukor
- Steven Spielberg
- Reed Hastings

- Columbia Pictures
- Fox Film Corporation
- Universal Pictures
- Warner Brothers Studios
- MCA
- Miramax
- Paramount Pictures
- DreamWorks
- NetFlix

One could go on as the list is only the proverbial ‘Tip of the Iceberg’. Again, this study is
not to implicate that all Jews are nefarious and Israel is the Rothschild State. Although
that last part is true, it for the very reason that Jesus has elected to have this People go
through the ‘Fire’ of the Tribulation Period. The Synagogue of Satan must and will be
address by Jesus. This summary has been given to show that the present COVID
Agenda, worldwide is a true ‘Conspiracy’. This word comes from the Latin, ‘Conspirare’
as in to ‘Breath’ or of the same Breath or Spirit. The Jews, collectively do not realize that
it had been, it has been and will be that this Synagogue of Satan is the one that has
used them all along also to shield themselves from public criticism.
But even the Jews themselves acknowledge that the Synagogue of Satan owns the
World’s Central Banks, Big Agra, Water, Universities, etc. They have funded both sides
of World Wars. They even used IBM to tag and ‘Contact Trace’ all the Jews in Nazi
Germany. Presently they are using IBM again to Contact Trace Students in the Los
Angeles School District for COVID. It is really a Beta Test. Thus, the point is that
through their COVID ‘Web’, and ‘coincidently’ having Jews in every Key Position, it is
through such venues that the Jews are thus censoring any dissenting critique of the
COVID Injections. Any such ‘Conspiracy’ against the ‘Official Narrative’ is to be treated
as ‘Misinformation’. Likewise, now any critique of the Jews is deemed ‘Anti-Semitic’
which is not the intent or objective of this study.
On the contrary, the ‘Gospel is to go to the Jew first’. The study showed how the
Synagogue of Satan holds sway in the USA Government that formulates Public and
International Policy. Examples? Jared Kushner. He is the Golden Boy from 666 5th
Avenue that lives in the 13th Floor. Oh, and that on the 14th Floor is the Headquarters
of VeriChip. And with no political experience or training, became the U.S. Advisor to
Trump? Then Trump signed the Anti-Semite Discrimination Order. One personally finds
it hypocritical that the Jews insist in the Holocaust being remembered specifically of
them, as they were the only ones affected. There were Lutheran Christians, Political
Prisoners, Gypsies that were entirely Genocid-ed.
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COVID Contentions
And as the Jews want the World to never forget their Holocaust, yet Israel to this day
refuses to acknowledge the Christian Greek/Syrian/Armenian Genocide at the hands of
the Muslim Young Turks. Here in the USA, the history of Blacks and Hispanics have
been as much of the composing thread of the emerging Nation, far earlier than when
the Jews came to the USA as a Community. Yet there is no Presidential ‘Executive
Order’ to stop discrimination against Blacks and/or Hispanics or even Asians due to its
Wuhan association, for that matter. If one is a Student of History, one will see that
behind the curtain, one cannot honestly deny that the Invisible Hand has been largely
the work of the Synagogue of Satan. The Bible rightly identifies him as ‘The God of this
World that has influenced History, Education, Medicine, Banking, the Media, etc.
And again, this Cadre does not reflect the whole of the Jewish People any more than a
Hispanic or Black or Asian Murderer or Rapist would represent the whole of that race.
But there is an Agenda to destroy Western Civilization, of Christianity and the
Caucasian Race. And the evidence leads back to the Synagogue of Satan. For
example, all the following Plans and Agendas are of its workings: Multiculturalism,
Communism, Socialism, BLM, Marxism, ANTIFA, Race Theory, LGBT, Open Borders,
Feminism, the Emasculation of the Male, both White and Black. And the list goes on as
this short list is indicative of their objectives. Divide and Conquer. These ideas have
largely been borne out of the Institutions of Higher Learning. It is where the majority of
Faculty and those having Policy Power have been and are Jews for that matter.
It is a fact, as one works at such a University that reflects this assertion. If this
Synagogue of Satan is just that as the Jewish Rabbi, Jesus of Nazareth stated of them,
is there a ‘True Jew or Israelite’? Yes. First of all, the most Merciful, Just and Humble
Jew that ever was, is and will be, is Jesus. This is why the Synagogue of Satan loathes
and hates even to mention the Name of Jesus. To them, it is ‘Y.E.S.H.U’, but it is an
acronym in Hebrew standing for, that ‘His Name may never be mentioned but cursed’.
This is what the Jews are taught as well of this Synagogue. It is a disposition to hate
and detest their true Messiah and all those that follow Jesus and put their Faith and
Trust in for the Forgiveness of Sins, Salvations and Eternal Life.
But in this Last Hour, Jesus is also revealing Himself in amazing ways to the Jewish
People. And again, not all Jews are of the Synagogue of Satan but many are like
‘Nathaniels’. Nathaniel who? Jesus called, Nathaniel, one of the 12 Disciples, ‘A True
Israelite’ that all Jews should aspire to be and become, ‘having no guile’. What would
make that happen? As Nathaniel, the Jews must believe that Jesus was and is the longawaited Messiah. Nathaniel in John 1:47 was a man of Prayer and Contemplation
whose Thoughts and Meditation were always of the expectation of one day seeing the
Messiah with his own eyes. To such, that desire will be fulfilled. But for the most part,
until that day comes collectively for the Jewish People, the Time of Jacob’s Trouble is at
hand.
‘Communism is our supreme revenge against Christianity.’ -Jewish Chronicle (Newspaper),
December 1918

__________________________
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Main Sources
AlethoNews.com
CnmNewz.com
Manhoos.com
NikeInsights.FamGuardian.org
Wikipedia.com
#37: ELDER’S PROTOCOLS
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-37.html
#56: ZION'S ELDERS
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-56.html
‘A Nation can survive its Fools, and even the Ambitious. But it cannot survive Treason from
within. An Enemy at the Gates is less formidable, for he is known and carries his banner openly.
But the Traitor moves amongst those within the Gate freely, his sly whispers rustling
through...all the Alleys, heard in the very Halls of Government itself.
For the Traitor appears not a Traitor; he speaks in accents familiar to his Victims, and he wears
their face and their Arguments, he appeals to the baseness that lies deep in the Hearts of all
Men. He rots the Soul of a Nation, he works Secretly and Unknown in the night to undermine
the Pillars of the City, he Infects the Body Politic so that it can no longer resist. A Murderer is
less to fear. The Traitor is the Plague.’
- Marcus Tullius Cicero
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